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**Abstract.** Recently, Elliot and Murayama (2008) pointed out a number of theoretical and methodological shortcomings among the instruments assumed to measure achievement goals. This research aimed to develop and validate a French Achievement Goals Questionnaire for Sport and Exercise (FAGQSE). In a first study, factor analyses conducted on a 20-item preliminary version supported the existence of four factors corresponding to the four types of goals of Elliot and McGregor’s (2001) framework (mastery-approach, performance-approach, mastery-avoidance, and performance-avoidance). A second study examined a more parsimonious 12-item version of the FAGQSE, which was found to be valid among samples of athletes, exercisers, and physical education students. The temporal stability of the questionnaire was evidenced by a satisfactory test-retest over a 1-month period, and its theoretical validity was supported by correlations between achievement goals and entity/incremental theories of sports ability, perceived sports competence, and sports anxiety. The FAGQSE is a valid and reliable French instrument for achievement goal motivation. This instrument can be used for theoretical and applied purposes in various sports and exercise settings.
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Since the early 1980s, the construct of achievement goal has been considered to be at the core of the different achievement motivation theories. Authors first distinguished between two kinds of achievement goals: self-referenced and norm-referenced goals. When individuals pursue self-referenced goals, also called mastery goals (e.g., Dweck, 1986), they seek to master a task or to progress in mastering it. When they pursue norm-referenced goals, also called performance goals (e.g., Dweck, 1986), they seek to demonstrate more competence than others. In former achievement goals frameworks (Dweck, 1986; Nicholls, 1984), mastery goals were assumed to favor adaptive achievement patterns such as challenging task choices, greater effort, and persistence, regardless of perceived ability. Performance goals were assumed to lead to adaptive achievement patterns only when people are confident in their abilities to perform better than others; but these goals were seen as detrimental when people realize that their ability is not likely to be demonstrated. In this case, individuals avoid challenging tasks and subsequently reduce their effort and persistence in the face of difficulty.

In recent refinements of achievement goal theory (Elliot & McGregor, 2001), the mastery-performance dimension of goals was combined with the appetitive versus aversive valence of the focal outcome, leading to a $2 \times 2$ achievement goal framework including mastery-approach, performance-approach, mastery-avoidance, and performance-avoidance goals. Mastery-approach goals correspond to aiming to perform a task well or to improve in performing that task. Performance-approach goals correspond to aiming to outperform others. Mastery-avoidance goals consist of focusing on not making mistakes or not doing worse than a previous performance. Performance-avoidance goals involve focusing on not being outperformed by others. Various motivational patterns have been found to result from the adoption of these different goals, with mastery-approach and performance-approach appearing most often as adaptive, and performance-avoidance appearing as the
The growing interest regarding achievement goal theories of motivation urged researchers to develop questionnaires that can measure goals within specific achievement contexts. However, as Elliot and Murayama (2008) noticed, achievement goal conceptualizations were not always clear enough to provide a satisfactory guidance for how goals should be operationalized. Furthermore, when conceptualizations of goals were clear, the correspondence with their operationalization was often poor. The general critiques from Elliot and Murayama (2008) were that items assumed to tap achievement goals (1) sometimes fail to assess goals directly, (2) collapse together the goal (i.e., the aim) and the motive (i.e., the reason) underlying the goal, (3) are sometimes applicable to both mastery-based and performance-based goals, (4) pit one goal against another, and (5) include affective contents. Moreover, specific critiques concerned performance goals, namely, that performance-approach and performance-avoidance items sometimes differentially emphasize normative comparison and focus on extreme populations of potential winners or losers. As a result, the inadequacy of the measurement of goals undermines the quality of the interpretations of the empirical results of research on achievement motivation.

Those critiques are applicable to the research conducted in sports settings, either with the original English version of the 2 × 2 achievement goals questionnaire for sports (Conroy, Elliot, & Hofer, 2003) or its translated versions such as Schiano-Lomoriello, Cury, and Da Fonseca’s (2005) French version. On the one hand, both of these English and French questionnaires for sports need to be reconsidered in order to overcome the shortcomings addressed by Elliot and Murayama (2008). On the other hand, the only questionnaire that is devoid of these shortcomings (Elliot & Murayama, 2008) addresses only the academic domain. Therefore, the present research develops and validates a French questionnaire measuring achievement goals in sports and exercise settings: the French Achievement Goal Questionnaire for Sport and Exercise (FAGQSE), which takes into account Elliot and Murayama’s psychometric updates. A preliminary study aimed to create a pool of items intended to constitute the frame of the FAGQSE to be tested next. The first study examines the factorial structure of a preliminary 20-item version of the FAGQSE; the second study examines the psychometric qualities of a reduced version of the instrument across various populations, namely, adolescents in Physical Education (PE) courses, young adults involved in traditional individual or team sports, and middle/older adults who exercise in a structured context. More specifically, the factorial structure of a 12-item version of the FAGQSE as well as its reliability over time and its concurrent validity were tested among those populations.

### Study 1

This study consisted of examining the factorial structure of a preliminary 20-item version of the FAGQSE as well as the internal consistencies of its subscales. The four-goal model (model A) – which is assumed to measure the four goals – was tested and compared to three alternative dimensional models. The first alternative model (Model B) was a trichotomous model in which performance-approach and performance-avoidance items were assumed to load on their respective latent factors, whereas mastery-approach and mastery-avoidance items were hypothesized to load together on a single mastery factor. Our attempt to merge mastery-approach and mastery-avoidance was based on the ambiguity of mastery-avoidance goals recently raised by Ciani and Sheldon (2010), who argued that mastery-approach items, as they are usually worded, may induce some misinterpretation among respondents who most often interpret them as reflecting an approach orientation. The second alternative model (Model C) was a mastery-performance model in which mastery-approach and mastery-avoidance items were expected to load together on a single mastery factor, whereas performance-approach and performance-avoidance items were assumed to load together on a single performance factor. Such a model was hypothesized because the literature usually reveals significant positive correlations between mastery-approach and mastery-avoidance goals and between performance-approach and performance-avoidance goals that are interpreted as stemming from the dimensions mastery or performance that features each of these pairs of goals (Elliot & McGregor, 2001; Elliot & Murayama, 2008). The third alternative model (Model D) was an approach-avoidance model in which mastery-approach and performance-approach items were expected to load together on a single approach-factor, whereas mastery-avoidance and performance-avoidance items were assumed to load together on a single avoidance-factor. Indeed, positive correlations were also found within these two pairs, these correlations being seen as the result of the common approach dimension of mastery-approach and performance-approach goals as well as the common avoidance dimension of mastery-avoidance and performance-avoidance goals (Elliot & McGregor, 2001; Elliot & Murayama, 2008).

### Method

#### Construction of a Preliminary Version

A preliminary pool of items was created by translating and adapting items from Elliot and Murayama’s (2008) Achievement Goal Questionnaire-Revised (AGQ-R) and by creating new items. An ad hoc committee was specifically set up for this purpose and included researchers specialized in achievement motivation, teachers or coaches from near the three targeted populations, and bilingual peo-
ple. Twelve items (i.e., three items per type of goal) were adapted from the AGQ-R. These items were translated into French and adapted to the field of sports and exercise by changing the words “students” and “learn” to the words “others” and “improve”, respectively, and by removing any reference from the academic field. In case some of these 12 items did not survive the factorial analyses, eight items (two per type of goal) were added to prudently ensure a minimum of redundancy. These additional items were created based on the conceptual nature of the different achievement goals of Elliot and McGregor’s 2 x 2 framework. As a result, a pool of 20 items was obtained, representing mastery-approach, performance-approach, mastery-avoidance, and performance-avoidance, with 5 items per subscale. Discussions and attempts to rephrase some items led the committee members to conclude that some mastery-avoidance items, especially those addressing competence as defined in intrapersonal terms (e.g., “My goal is to avoid doing worse than I usually do”) would ever have complicated phrasings. Despite this difficulty, all items were retained for the next step of validation (see Appendix). It was expected that factor analyses would help eliminate the ambiguous items from this pool of 20 items.

Data Analyses

The different models were tested by structural equation modeling (SEM) using the AMOS 4 program. The analyses were processed on covariance matrices, and the solutions were generated on the basis of maximum-likelihood estimation. In the loading matrix, all error covariances were constrained to zero, whereas covariances between the latent factors were allowed. The fit indices for the different models were the χ²/df ratio, the comparative fit index (CFI), the nonnormed fit index (NNFI), the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), the RMSEA’s 90% confidence interval, and the Akaike information criterion (AIC). Cronbach’s α were also calculated for all the subscales to account for their internal consistency. Following Kline’s (2005) recommendations, the following criteria were used to evaluate the adequacy of the models with respect to the data: χ²/df < 3.00; CFI > .90; NNFI > .90; and RMSEA < .08. Moreover, as advocated by Chen, Curran, Bollen, Kirby, and Paxton (2008), the lower and upper bounds of the RMSEA’s 90% confidence interval should be lower than .05 and .1, respectively. The AIC index allows multiple models comparisons; the lower the value of AIC, the better the model is. Internal consistency was deemed good for coefficients α above .70 (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994).

Results

The fit indices related to the competing models are presented in Table 1. Whereas NNFI and CFI indices were good for all the models, only model A showed acceptable χ²/df ratio and RMSEA index. Moreover, model A displayed the lowest AIC index. However, while the upper bound of the RMSEA’s 90% confidence interval was good, the lower bound was above the advocated criterion of .05. Despite this shortcoming, only model A could be considered a potential candidate to account for the factorial structure of the FAGQSE. As shown in Table 2, high positive interfactor and inter-scale correlations were found between the two mastery goals and between the two performance goals, whereas a moderate positive correlation was found between the two avoidance goals. No significant correlation was found be-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>χ²/df</th>
<th>NNFI</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>LO90</th>
<th>HI90</th>
<th>AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Four-goal model</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.084</td>
<td>.076</td>
<td>.093</td>
<td>612.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Trichotomous model</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.088</td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>.097</td>
<td>647.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Mastery-performance model</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.114</td>
<td>.106</td>
<td>.123</td>
<td>889.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Approach-avoidance model</td>
<td>9.76</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.180</td>
<td>.172</td>
<td>.188</td>
<td>1771.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. n = 272. NNFI = nonnormed fit index, CFI = comparative fit index, RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation, LO90 = Lower bound of the RMSEA’s 90% confidence interval, HI90 = Upper bound of the RMSEA’s 90% confidence interval, AIC = Akaike information criterion.
Between the two approach goals. The items loaded on their respective factors significantly ($p < .001$) and highly, with coefficients $\beta$ ranging from .57 to .88. Coefficients $\alpha$ revealed good internal consistencies for all the subscales (.80 $< \alpha < .92$).

**Discussion**

Only the four-goal structure of the 20-item FAGQSE showed almost acceptable psychometric properties. The factors of this structure were not completely independent since the two mastery factors were highly correlated as were the two performance factors, whereas the two avoidance factors were moderately correlated. These relationships are consistent with those found in previous research (Elliot & Murayama, 2008) and result from the fact that some pairs of goals share either the same definition of competence or the same valence.

Although our data fit the four-goal model acceptably, improvements remain necessary, at least to decrease the lower bound of the 90% confidence interval of the RMSEA. It would also be useful to reduce the number of items so that the questionnaire can be completed more easily and quickly. Moreover, because sports and physical activities are practiced differently by different populations, the factorial structure of the FAGQSE needs to be tested across different settings and populations. Finally, the reliability of the instrument over time as well as its theoretical validity should also be tested.

**Study 2**

This second study (a) tests the 4-factor structure of a reduced version of the FAGQSE across various samples of individuals who are involved in different kinds of sports or exercise activities; (b) examines the test-retest reliability of the questionnaire over a 1-month period; and (c) tests the concurrent validity of this version, based on its relationships with constructs known to be associated with achievement goals such as implicit theories of ability (Dweck & Leggett, 1988), perceived competence, and anxiety. Indeed, research conducted in PE showed that an incremental theory of ability (i.e., belief that competence is malleable) positively predicted mastery goals whereas an entity theory of ability (i.e., belief that competence is fixed) positively predicted performance goals (Corrion et al., 2010). In sports, perceived competence was found to positively predict approach goals and negatively predict avoidance goals (Curry, Da Fonseca, Rufo, & Sarrazin, 2002). In academics, anxiety prior to an exam was found to positively relate to performance goals (McGregor & Eliot, 2002).

**Method**

**Participants**

This study was carried out among three samples of sports or exercise practitioners corresponding to young adult athletes, high school PE students, and middle/older age exercisers. The athletes sample included 270 sports sciences students (173 males and 87 females; $M_{age} = 21.0 \pm 2.44$). The PE students sample included 255 students from a junior high school and a senior high school in southern France. They were in 8th, 9th, and 10th grades (138 males and 116 females; $M_{age} = 14.8 \pm 0.96$). The exercisers sample – here, a sample clearly older than the others which included mainly females, as is typical of the population in France – included 234 adults recruited in six associations (26 males and 208 females; $M_{age} = 66.0 \pm 11.78$). They practiced various types of moderate physical activities including gymnastics, step, and stretching, and exercised from 1–4 h a week ($M = 1.9$ h).

**Procedure**

For every sample, the conditions of recruitment of the participants, the ethical guarantees, and the procedure of completing questionnaires were the same as those of Study 1. All participants completed a questionnaire package including a 12-item version of the FAGQSE as well as additional scales measuring implicit theories of sports ability, perceived competence, and cognitive anxiety. The questionnaires were completed at the beginning of either sport sciences courses (athletes sample), compulsory PE lessons (PE sample), or training sessions (exercisers sample). A part of each sample had to complete the FAGQSE again 1
month after the first completion (71 athletes: 32 males and 39 females, $M_{age} = 23.3$, $SD_{age} = 1.61$; 46 PE students: 27 males and 19 females, $M_{age} = 15.5$, $SD_{age} = 0.46$; 15 exercisers: 1 male and 14 females, $M_{age} = 73.2$, $SD_{age} = 5.79$).

**Measures**

Achievement goals were measured with a 12-item version of the FAGQSE obtained after removing the two items with the lowest loadings from each scale (see Appendix). The instructions to be read before answering the questionnaire were adapted to the new two populations by replacing the word “sport” (athletes sample) with “physical education” (PE students sample) or “physical activity” (exercisers sample).

The implicit theories of sport ability were measured with the Conception of Sport Ability French Questionnaire (Sarrazin et al., 1995). This scale includes four items which address entity theory (e.g., “One has a certain level of ability in sport, and there is not much one can do to change it”) and three items that address incremental theory (e.g., “If one works hard and often, one can change one’s level of ability in sports”). The participants indicated their degree of agreement on a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (completely disagree) to 5 (completely agree). The score of incremental theory and entity theory were calculated by averaging the scores of their corresponding items.

Participants’ perceived level of competence in sports/PE/exercise setting was measured with the Perceived Competence subscale of the Scale of Satisfaction of the Fundamental Needs in Sport Context developed in French by Gillet, Rosnet, and Vallerand (2008). Five items such as “I often feel successful” were answered on a 4-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 4 (extremely). The score of perceived competence was calculated by averaging the scores of the 5 items.

The degree to which participants experienced cognitive anxiety in sports/PE/exercise settings was measured with the French version of Cox, Martens, and Russel’s (2003) Competitive State Anxiety Inventory-2 Revised (CSAI-2R), which was validated by Martinent, Ferrand, Guillet, and Gauthier (2010). Five items such as “I’m afraid to fail” were answered on a 4-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 4 (extremely). The score of anxiety was obtained by calculating the mean of the five answers.

**Data Analyses**

The same statistical tests as those of Study 1 (except AIC) were used to examine the qualities of the four-goal structure of the 12-item FAGQSE among the three samples of interest. Correlation analyses were used to examine the test-retest reliability of the questionnaire among the aggregated subsamples devoted to this purpose ($n = 132$) as well as the concurrent validity of the FAGQSE for the whole population.

**Results**

**Factorial Structure**

As shown in Table 3, NNFI and CFI indices and the $\chi^2/df$ ratio of the four-goal structure of the 12-item FAGQSE were good for each sample and were better than in Study 1. The RMSEA index became good for PE students and remained acceptable for both athletes and exercisers. For the three samples, the upper bound of the 90% confidence interval of the RMSEA remained good, and the lower bound was better than in Study 1. However, while this lower bound was good for PE students and satisfactory for exercisers, it was only marginally acceptable for athletes.

As shown in Table 4, for the three samples, high positive interactor and interscale correlations were found between the two mastery goals and between the two performance goals. For athletes and PE students, moderate positive correlations were found between the two avoidance goals and between mastery-approach and performance-avoidance goals. Moderate negative correlations were found between the two approach goals among exercisers, whereas among PE students, moderate positive correlations were found between the two approach goals and between mastery-avoidance and performance-approach goals. The items still loaded on their respective factors significantly ($p < .01$) and highly, with coefficients $\beta$ ranging from .63 to .96. The coefficients $\alpha$ remained good for all the samples (.73 < $\alpha$ < .95).

**Test-Retest Reliability**

Significant positive test-retest correlations were found for mastery-approach goals ($r_{131} = .55$, $p < .001$); performance-approach goals ($r_{131} = .68$, $p < .001$); mastery-approach goals ($r_{131} = .72$, $p < .001$); and performance-approach goals ($r_{131} = .73$, $p < .001$).

**Table 3.** Fit indices for the four-goal structure of the 12-item FAGQSE used in different types of practice of physical activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>$\chi^2/df$</th>
<th>NNFI</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>LO90</th>
<th>H90</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Athletes ($n = 270$)</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.081</td>
<td>.065</td>
<td>.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercisers ($n = 234$)</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.073</td>
<td>.054</td>
<td>.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE Students ($n = 255$)</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.072</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes. NNFI = nonnormed fit index; CFI = comparative fit index; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; LO90 = Lower bound of the RMSEA’s 90% confidence interval; H90 = Upper bound of the RMSEA’s 90% confidence interval.*
Table 4. Descriptive statistics, Cronbach’s $\alpha$, and correlations matrix for the four-goal structure of the 12-item FAGQSE used in different types of practice of physical activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Athlete’s sample (n = 270):</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SD$</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastery-approach goals</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance-approach goals</td>
<td>.05/.04</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastery-avoidance goals</td>
<td>.84*/.70*</td>
<td>.12/.09</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance-avoidance goals</td>
<td>.20/.18*</td>
<td>.69*/.62*</td>
<td>.42*/.34*</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercisers’ sample (n = 234):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SD$</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastery-approach goals</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance-approach goals</td>
<td>.29*/.25*</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastery-avoidance goals</td>
<td>.96*/.79*</td>
<td>.17/14*</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance-avoidance goals</td>
<td>.13/11</td>
<td>.73*/.70*</td>
<td>.00/0.00</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE Students’ sample (n = 255):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SD$</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastery-approach goals</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance-approach goals</td>
<td>.27*/.22*</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastery-avoidance goals</td>
<td>.88*/.69*</td>
<td>.32*/.28</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance-avoidance goals</td>
<td>.52*/.42*</td>
<td>.78*/.65*</td>
<td>.59*/.46*</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Intercorrelations are presented before the slash; interscale correlations are presented after the slash. *$p < .05$; **Bold** values in the diagonal represent Cronbach’s $\alpha$.

Avoidance goals ($r_{131} = .38, p < .001$) and performance-avoidance goals ($r_{131} = .48, p < .001$) among the participants who completed the 12-item FAGQSE twice.

**Concurrent Validity**

The two kinds of mastery goals were positively related to incremental beliefs (mastery-approach: $r_{1758} = .48, p < .001$; mastery-avoidance: $r_{1758} = .40, p < .001$) and perceived competence (mastery-approach: $r_{1758} = .19, p < .001$; mastery-avoidance: $r_{1758} = .19, p < .001$) and negatively related to entity beliefs (mastery-approach: $r_{1758} = -.27, p < .001$; mastery-avoidance: $r_{1758} = -.21, p < .001$). The two kinds of performance goals were positively related to entity theory (performance-approach: $r_{1758} = .13, p < .001$; performance-avoidance: $r_{1758} = .10, p < .05$) and to cognitive anxiety (performance-approach: $r_{1758} = .27, p < .001$; performance-avoidance: $r_{1758} = .29, p < .001$).

**Discussion**

Reducing the FAGQSE to 12 items improved the fit indices of the four-goal structure of the instrument. The factorial structure of the 12-item version of the FAGQSE was found to be good for PE students and acceptable for athletes and exercisers. Again, consistent with previous findings (Elliot & McGregor, 2001; Elliot & Murayama, 2008), goals sharing either the same definition of competence or the same valence were found to be positively correlated, except the exercisers’ two approach goals, which were linked by a surprising negative correlation. Whether the bipolarity of mastery-approach goals and performance-approach goals is specific to exercisers – here, a sample clearly older than the others and including mainly females – is to be examined in further research. Moreover, some unexpected positive correlations were found between goals that do not have common dimensions (i.e., mastery-approach and performance-avoidance for athletes and PE students; mastery-avoidance and performance-approach for PE students). Similar hardly explainable correlations were also found by Elliot and McGregor (2001) and by Elliot and Murayama (2008), for instance, between mastery-avoidance and performance-approach. The 12-item FAGQSE was theoretically valid since it was significantly linked to known goal-related constructs. Finally, its reliability ranged from moderate to satisfactory depending on the goals, with a particularly low test-retest correlation for mastery-avoidance. Achievement goals are generally stable when they are considered at the dispositional level, for instance, as achievement motives (e.g., Schultheiss, 2008). However, when achievement goals are considered in terms of specific intents – as in
the present research – they are often found to vary more or less over time (Fryer & Elliot, 2007) depending on the situation (Gernigon, d’Arripe-Longueville, Delignières, & Nnotin, 2004). This property may account for the various patterns of test-retest correlations that we observed.

General Discussion

The present research develops and validates a French questionnaire (FAGQSE) measuring achievement goals in sports and exercise settings. Compared to three-goal or different two-goal models, a four-goal model was found to better account for the factorial structure of the FAGQSE, which is consistent with similar research conducted in academis (Elliot & Murayama, 2008). A noteworthy feature of the FAGQSE is its adaptability to different contexts of practice of sports and physical activities. This adaptability results from the specifications to a given context lying in the wording of the instructions, whereas the wordings of the items are context-free. As a result, the FAGQSE is a somewhat short instrument (12 items) that can be easily used to measure achievement goals with respect to different purposes such as athletes’ preparation to performance, persons’ adherence in exercise programs for health and wellbeing, and students’ persistence in PE courses.

Despite its psychometrical qualities, the FAGQSE remains open to further improvements. As in previous research (Elliot & McGregor, 2001; Elliot & Murayama, 2008), we found that goals are nonorthogonal constructs, which may account for possible overlaps among their determinants and their consequences. Future research still needs to be conducted to identify the conditions under which the four achievement goals display specific explanatory powers. There is also a need to test whether the interfactor relationships display specificities depending on the various characteristics of the population. Therefore, as done in the past for the two-goal framework, the incremental validity of the present four-goal instrument should be further supported by showing its sensitivity to experimental conditions (e.g., Gernigon, d’Arripe-Longueville, Debove, & Puvis, 2003) and to various significant others-induced goal-involving climates (Le Bars, Ferron, Maiano, & Gernigon, 2006; Le Bars, Gernigon, & Ninot, 2009).

The FAGQSE is a valid and reliable questionnaire that can already be used for research in various sports and exercise settings for both theoretical and applied purposes.
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Appendix

Items of the French Achievement Goals Questionnaire for Sport and Exercise (FAGQSE)

Mastery-Approach Goal

1. Mon objectif est de bien maîtriser ce que j’ai à faire. (My aim is to completely master what I have to do.)

5. Mon but est de progresser autant que possible. (My goal is to progress as much as possible.)

9. Je cherche à réaliser le mieux possible ce que je dois faire. (I am striving to carry out what I have to do as thoroughly as possible.)

13. Mon but est de m’améliorer le plus possible. (My goal is to improve as much as possible.)

17. Je cherche à faire de mon mieux. (I am striving to do my best.)

Performance-Approach Goal

2. Je cherche à faire mieux que les autres. (I am striving to do better than others.)

6. Mon objectif est d’être bon(ne) comparé(e) aux autres. (My aim is to be good compared to others.)

10. Mon but est d’être meilleur(e) que les autres. (My goal is to perform better than others.)

14. Mon but est de surpasser les autres. (My goal is to outperform others.)

18. Je cherche à être au-dessus des autres. (I am striving to be superior to others.)

Mastery-Avoidance Goal

3. Mon objectif est de ne pas être en-dessous de mes capacités. (My aim is to avoid performing below my capabilities.)

7. Je cherche à ne pas faire les choses à moitié. (I am striving to avoid doing things incompletely.)

11. Mon but est d’éviter de faire moins bien que d’habitude. (My goal is to avoid doing worse than I usually do.)

15. Je cherche à éviter de mal faire les choses. (I am striving to avoid doing things badly.)

19. Mon but est d’éviter de faire des erreurs. (My goal is to avoid making mistakes.)

Performance-Avoidance Goal

4. Mon but est d’éviter d’être mauvais(e) par rapport aux autres. (My goal is to avoid doing worse than others.)

8. Je cherche à éviter d’être moins bon(ne) que les autres. (I am striving to avoid being less good than others.)

12. Je cherche à éviter d’être en-dessous des autres. (I am striving to avoid being inferior to others.)

16. Mon objectif est d’éviter de faire moins bien que les autres. (My aim is to avoid performing worse than others.)

20. Mon but est de ne pas être surpassé(e) par les autres. (My goal is to avoid being outperformed by others.)

Note. *Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 11, 17, and 20 were dropped and do not belong to the final model.